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• Digital scholarship can be deeply engaged in the technologies of the fourth 

industrial revolution


• Resourcing is a challenge, as much to date has relied on project funding


• COVID-19 has prompted a reset in organizations that might be extended to digital 
scholarship - reprioritizing budgets and leveraging growth of technology adoption


• We need to engage with the future as the worlds we envisage and actions we 
take now will shape how we emerge


• How does digital scholarship emerge from COVID-19 - how do we enable 
sustainable services and programs?



THE FOURTH 
INDUSTRIAL 

REVOLUTION



The last 10 years have been about building a world that is 
mobile-first. In the next 10 years, we will shift to a world 

that is AI-first. 

~ Sundar Pichai
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PRE-INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY

1780s

1870s

Steam, mechanical production, railroads; leading to 

electricity, mass production, assembly lines

The Industrial Revolutions



2010s

2020s

1960s

Artificial intelligence, big data, robotics; shifting to 

focus on sustainability and environment

Electronics, computers, automated production



Libraries and revolutions
Our responses
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https://www.cni.org/pbs/artificial-intelligence-impacts-and-roles-for-libraries



https://youtu.be/aom7pVVuOCQ



DIGITAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 
CONSIDERED



Digital scholarship is an incredibly awkward term that 
people have come up with to describe a complex group of 

developments. The phrase is really, at some basic level, 
nonsensical. 

~ Clifford Lynch
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GIS and digital mapping
Digitisation/imaging of	analogue	material
Curating	 digital	collections
Metadata creation
Digital	 preservation
Data curation and management
3-D  modelling and	printing
Statistical analysis/support
Digital	 exhibits
Project planning
Digital	 publishing
Project management
Computational text	 analysis/support
Interface design and/or usability
Visualisation
Database	 development
Technical	upkeep
Encoding	content (e.g. TEI markup)
Developing digital scholarship software

https://www.rluk.ac.uk/portfolio-items/digital-scholarship-and-the-role-of-the-research-library/https://publications.arl.org/Supporting-Digital-Scholarship-SPEC-Kit-350/







http://www.oclc.org/research/publications/library/2014/oclcresearch-evolving-scholarly-record-2014-overview.html







COVID-19



The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not 
turbulence 

itself, but to act with yesterday's logic.

~ Peter Drucker



h6ps://www.mckinsey.com/business-funcIons/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/five-fiQy-the-quickening











FUTURES



There is no single future “out there” to be predicted.  
There are many alternative futures to be anticipated and 

pre-experienced to some degree.

~ Jim Dator
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Foresight
Draft a forecast 
Envision futures 

Headline the future

Insight
Ride two curves 

Map cross-impacts 
Prioritize actions

Action
Build a roadmap 
Rally a network 

Identify assets and gaps

Prepare
Orient to the future  

Identify drivers of change 
Catalog signals of change 



I F T F  FO R E S I GH T  TO OL K I T
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TIPS AND VARIATIONS

 ◗If you are focusing on a team or organization, give  
veterans a chance to pass on the history of the institution  
to newer employees.

 ◗Color-code the moments of change based on level of 
impact (low, medium, high) or domain (technological, 
environmental, political, economic, social, religious, etc.).

 ◗Streamline the process by starting with the present and 
working backwards. What disruptions created today’s 
status uo

 ◗ Get the historical context you need to think about 
the future. 

 ◗ Build a common perspective on important past 
events and moments when change happened.

 ◗ Find potential patterns of change, and explore how 
they may continue to shape the future.

 ◗ Create group awareness that major change has 
happened in the past, and will happen in the future.

LOOK BACK TO LOOK FORWARD
Imagining a future that is very different from today can often be a struggle, especially when faced with 
today’s constraints. But still, change happens—and it can happen faster than we expect. Looking into 
the past to uncover where and how change has happened will prepare participants to step out of today’s 
constraints, and to explore what is possible.  

PAST

PRESENT

FUTURE

AMARA’S LAW  

Amara’s Law is well-known in the 
futures world, and comes from Roy 

Amara, past president of the Institute for 
the Future. Amara’s Law states: “We tend 

to overestimate the effect of a technology 
in the short run and underestimate the 
effect in the long run.” This is true of many 
changes over time, but tuning ourselves 

to the historical rhythms of change can 
help us grasp the relationship between 

moments of change and innovation 
and long-term conseuences.

1.3PREPARE
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Thinking about the long term impact of coronavirus on CMU 

1) ...what are the biggest unknowns, worries, conIngencies or criIcal uncertainIes in 
our operaIng environment? 

2) ...what new possibiliIes and avenues for our insItuIonal success have been opened 
up by recent events? 

3) ...what's the biggest provocaIon or change to our previous business as usual that 
should be considered for the longer-term? 

Provost’s Task Force on Academic Ma6ers 
Long-term Futures Group





Uncertainties
INITIAL UNCERTAINTIES AXES OF UNCERTAINTIES

MOST IMPORTANT AXES OF  
UNCERTAINTIES

Regulatory 
environment

Brand 
premium

Technology 
breakthrough

Threat of 
digitization

Price of oil

Increase of 
online 
shopping

Market 
volatility

…

…

…

…

…

…

…
…

…

……

…

…
…

…

…

…
…

Cluster 1
Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Cluster 5

Cluster …

1. _______________ 

2. _______________ 

3. _______________ 

4. _______________ 

5. _______________ 

6. _______________ 

7. _______________ 

8. _______________ 

9. _______________ 

10. _______________

China 
manufacturing 
effect

…

…

…



AXES OF UNCERTAINTY OUTCOME 1 OUTCOME 2

Regulatory environment Harsh Liberal

Brand premium Erodes Maintains

Price of oil Increases Drops

Technology breakthrough Yes No

Threat of digitization High Low

… … …
… … …
… … …
… … …
… … …
… … …



Teaching and learning

Scientific research

Scholarly communication

Published content

Traditional methods dominate Technology-based methods dominate

On-campus lab-based Cloud-based labs dominate

Formal publications Informal, innovative content

Closed, expensive Open, “free”











Similar to past recessions 
Gap increases between haves and have nots 
Top institutions relatively unscathed 
Incremental change; model of h.e. somewhat unchanged

Greater corporate role in h.e. - eg Facebook University 
More employer funded tuition but focussed on growth at work 
Corporate acquisition of education providers 
Shrinkage of public university sector 

Decline of western h.e. 
Asian universities attract best faculty and students 

International student mobility goes to Asia 
Further erosion of public trust in the academy 

Increased focus on technology

Rolling and unpredictable lockdowns makes calendar unworkable 
Few select growth areas for h.e. (/but perhaps good for CMU) 

‘Elite’ education becomes a source of protest 
Shift of h.e. online grows digital divide



DIGITAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 

RECONSIDERED



As businesses step into the post-coronavirus future, they 
need to find a balance between what worked before and 

what needs to happen to succeed in the next normal.

~ McKinsey  & Co.







–UNESCO Director-General Audrey Azoulay

“The COVID-19 pandemic raises 
our awareness of the importance 
of science, both in research and 
international cooperation. The 

present crisis also demonstrates 
the urgency of stepping up 

information sharing through open 
science. The time has come for 

us to commit all together,” 















https://www.rluk.ac.uk/digital-shift-manifesto-launch/





CMU open access agreements

1 JULY 2020

Our largest open access only 
publisher

PLOS

2020+

Active negotiations with 
another major society

IN THE WORKS

1 JAN 2020

First institutional agreement 
for Elsevier - for all CMU 
corresponding authors

ELSEVIER
Agreement via ACM Open - 
aims to move all journals to 

OA

ACM

1 JAN 2020







October 19, 2020 
https://events.library.cmu.edu/aidr2020/



October 20, 2020 
https://events.library.cmu.edu/oss2020/
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